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Continuous Transformation at Planetary Scale
Through DataOps Web Services

Challenge

The Cost and Complexity of Data-Driven Process Optimization
Industrial enterprises are looking to transform their business and build a competitive edge through data-driven process
optimization. To do so, these organizations need a flexible data platform that allows them to experiment freely with machine
learning and analytics. However, many are held back because it is complex and costly to:
• Migrate expansive datasets to the cloud
• Build and deploy DataOps Web Services that take advantage of machine learning and CI/CD practices
• Enforce data governance throughout the entire data lifecycle

Solution

Achieving Business Transformation with DataOps Web Services
47Lining helps industrial enterprises drive continuous business transformation with cloud native DataOps Web Services that
enable process optimization at planetary scale. DataOps environments can be provisioned on demand and connected to
applications that solve vertical-specific use cases. Strong data governance capabilities make it simple to push analytics and
machine learning capabilities into production at scale.

The Advantages of Running DataOps Web Services

Repeatable DataOps
Web Services

Process Optimization
at Planetary Scale

End-to-End
Data Lifecycle

Provision your industrial DataOps Web
Services in a safe, repeatable manner.
47Lining’s solution allows you to solve
your vertical-specific needs with the
agility, flexibility, and scalability of
the cloud.

Experiment quickly and cost-effectively
across different teams and analysis
vendors. This solution gives you
the flexibility and scale to innovate
with predictive and assistive capabilities
across different commercial
service providers.

Manage your active portfolio and
roadmap of optimization use cases
including datasets, domain models,
and transformations. Easily push big
data and machine learning algorithms
into production and quickly return value
to the enterprise.
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Transformation Expertise Backed by Hitachi
47Lining acts as a trusted advisor to industrial enterprises, framing transformation initiatives, providing engineering expertise, and
operating DataOps Web Services to drive transformation and process optimization. Backed by Hitachi, when you work with 47Lining,
you also gain global scale and experience in industrial technology. Professional Services will work with your team to build out a
business case for adopting DataOps Web Services, configure them to meet your unique needs, and accelerate time to production.

Cloud Native DataOps Web Services
47Lining is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Premier Consulting Partner that has
achieved competencies in Data & Analytics and Machine Learning. The DataOps Web
Services are built on AWS, giving you a global footprint to ingest data and deploy
machine learning capabilities into production. This solution enables you to take
advantage of the cloud’s flexibility and scalability, while staying focused on the
highest value process optimization tasks.

Premier

How it Works
Once the DataOps Web Services are deployed to your AWS account, data is ingested from multiple providers and automatically
curated to establish context and ensure it is meaningful and valuable for search, subsetting, and analysis. This data becomes
available to users, who can provision machine learning and analytics environments on demand and experiment with their
preferred analytics toolsets. The entire portfolio is tracked throughout this process so you can easily enforce data governance.
Once experimentation is complete, analytics and machine learning algorithms can be made available in production to enable
process optimization.
The diagram below demonstrates the capabilities that the 47Lining DataOps Web Services provide, enabling your teams to glean
actionable insights from process-oriented data.
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Get started
To learn more about 47Lining’s DataOps web services visit 47lining.com or contact: info.47lining@hitachivantara.com
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